
Title of the Sub-
project

Acronym Index number P 02 IT 1

Topic 1 - Landscape 
management 2 -  Polycentrism X 3 - Urban renewal 4 - Urban-rural 

rebalancing

Type of 
cooperation 

1 - Exchange of 
experiences

2 - Shared 
methodology X 3 - Pilot project

Duration in 
months
Lead Partner 
and partnership

_ % of Budget Sub-
Project

Partner 1 
Lead partner 1 IT  €       8.000,00 3,68%

Partner 2 7 ES  €                  -   0,00%

Partner 3 4 GR  €       2.000,00 0,92%

Partner 4 2 IT  €       4.300,00 1,98%

Partner 5 5 GR  €       2.000,00 0,92%

TOTAL  €     16.300,00 7,50% €                              217.392,11 

TOTALInstitution

Please tick ( X ) the appropriate Topic and 
Type of cooperation (one only for each) with 
reference to the articles 4 and 5 of the Call 
for proposals.

Please insert news lines if the number of the partners is more than 5, and do the same with the Section 4 sheets. However, we advice no more than 5 partners for each Sub-project.
Please insert the number of the RFO Participant Authority and the Country abbrevation as following: Regione Lazio: n°1 (IT) ; Regione Piemonte: n°2 (IT) ; Regione Sicilia: n°3 (IT) ; Perifereia Dytikis Makedonias: N°4 (GR) ; 
Perifereia Kentrikis Makedonias: n°5 (GR) ; Gobierno de Navarra: n°7 (ES) ; Comunidad de Madrid: n°8 (ES) ; Dienst Landelijk Gebied: n°9 (NL).

Please choose the duration of the project in 
accordance with the article 6 of the Call for 
Proposals (12 months and start from the 
Letter of approval)

 €                                50.000,00 

12

 €                                     42.000,00 

N° of RFO 
Participant 
Authority

 €                                40.000,00 

 €                                47.392,11 

 €                                40.000,00 

 €                                40.000,00 

 €                                     42.000,00 

 €                                     44.300,00 

Unic Application Round 
Submission date: 23 June 2006 (postal stamp and e-mail)

"CU.T"
Index number to be filled in by the Issuing 
Authority.

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 1 – BASIC INFORMATION

Cultural and Tourism Nets

Instructions for the compilation: Please read carefully the comments on green right hand columns / 
Please refer to the Guide for proposers / Please DO NOT move any excel format of this Application form.

Mountain Community Authority    
Castelli Romani e Prenestini  €                                     58.000,00 

Regione Lazio
Dipartimento Territorio
Direzione Regionale Territorio e Urbanistica
Area Pianificazione Paesistica e Territoriale
Via del Giorgione, 129
00142 Roma, Italy

Nasursa

Commune of Dotsiko

Mountain Community Authority       Dora 
Baltea

Development Agency of PIERIKI

 €                                   233.692,11 

APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
 INTERREG IIIC RFO N° 3S0150R

“PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS" 

Form to be filled in and returned by post and e-mail to the Issuing 
Authority:

A copy must be sent to the responsible RFO Participant Authority of the Principal 
Proposer’s territory via e-mail:

Tel. +39 06 5168 5984/8765 
Fax. +39 06 5168 5907
E-mail. progresdec@biclazio.it 

N°5 Perifereia Kentrikis Makedonias: theod@rcm.gr

 €                                     47.392,11 

N°8 Comunidad de Madrid: alberto.leboreiro@madrid.org

N°9 Dienst Landelijk Gebied: g.schutjes@minlnv.nl

Country

Budget Sub-Project 

RFO Grant + 
Co-funding (for NL partners only)

Additional funding

N°2 Regione Piemonte: progresdec@regione.piemonte.it

N°3 Regione Siciliana: progresdec@atelier.it

N°4 Perifereia Dytikis Makedonias: vasigkou@mou.gr

N°7 Gobierno de Navarra: jmarcenz@cfnavarra.es

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



Please describe what 
problem(s) and / or issue(s) 
the Sub-project will 
address. Explain the 
background to the 
problem(s) / issue(s), their 
relevance to partnership 
and the PROGRESDEC 
RFO.

Please list and describe the  
main subject of the 
proposal, the overall 
objective and sub-
objectives of the operation. 
(Selection criteria 1)

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

CALL FOR PROPOSAL REQUESTS

The Mountainous territory involved in CUT  presents several cultural emergencies and landscapes, their integrate enhancement could give an added value to partners 
local development. CUT partnership address the topic of tourism in areas provided with systems and nets supporting cultural attractiveness with the purpose to raise 
visitors’ interest by enhancing both standard of local offer and safeguard of local cultural heritage. In addition this engagement reaffirms cultural heritage and tourism as 
matters strictly connected with territorial identity and sense of belonging which are crucial elements even in a trans-national context and exchange (orizontal exchange).
The project aims at contributing and verifying how specific planning tools have to be implemented and compared to ESDP, as answers could be given in this 
perspective to PROGRESDEC operation, and finally which instrument  could be most helpful to improve co-operation between regional and sub regional level.

2.2. Problems/needs description of the context (maximum 1000 characters)

2.3. Topic and objectives of the Sub-project (maximum 1000 characters)

Please provide brief 
summary of the Sub-
project's background, 
objectives, partnership, 
main activities and 
expected outputs, results 
and impacts. It is strongly 
advised that this field is 
filled in after the entire 
Application Form has been 
completed. 
Note that in case of 
approval this summary  will 
be published at the RFO's 
website. Thus it should be 
easy readable, self-
explenatory and without 
references to other parts of 
the application form or 
other documents.

2.1. Brief summary of the Sub-Project (maximum 1000 characters)

CUT Project  means to work on CULTURAL TOURISM  by comparing and exchanging different planning approaches and tools among partners; main goal is to list local
best practices, test a selected range of indicators on case studies and verify effectiveness of analysed  policies according to the EDSP. 
The partnership has been thus specifically built with regard of mountainous territories by the fact they are requested to share the same difficulties: all the mountain 
authorities partners are convinced about the importance played by the targeted sector of development to areas involved that suffer unfavourable situations from a both 
geographical and socio-economical point of view.
Beyond emphasising the strong bearing represented by cultural tourism sector in this areas, CUT intends furthermore to provide a methodology suitable of application 
also on less morphologically disadvantaged territories or richer in points and nets of attractiveness in the field of cultural heritage and landscape.

Cut project is focused on policies and instruments for developing polycentrism in large area systems, with specific regard to planning experiences related to cultural 
tourism, territorial marketing and sub-regional networks, existing or to be set up, for managing tourist flows.
Indeed attractiveness in this field is often characterized by a presence of many emergencies (archaeological sites, historical centres, rural buildings)  distributed in large 
areas, with a relevant need for building  nets (management and marketing) able to enhance the whole tourist system in integrate way. The project goal is to provide 
shared guidelines for implementing ESDP in targeted  sector, repeatable on different scales, and to verify the proposed indicators in local case studies 
chosen  by partners according to their concrete interests and plans (archaeological parks, particular sites, historical centres, museum and cultural nets, cultural 
landscapes).

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 
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INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Please describe the 
intended activities (type of 
co-operation) in more detail 
(Selection criteria 2)

Please describe what 
approach and procedures 
(activities, their combination 
and sequence) will be used 
to produce the intended 
outputs and impacts, and 
achieve the objectives of 
the Sub-project? Explain 
the relation of the chosen 
methodology to the 
selected Type of 
Cooperation. The 
description should be in line 
with the information 
provided in Section 3.
(Selection criteria 6)

The framework of the project is based on step phases of meeting, study and distance work (skype video conferences). After a first meeting to allow reciprocal 
knowledge of starting situations, it’s proposed to work on common forms, to assure evaluations options on comparable data. CUT  will test chosen indicators on local 
case studies (with special care to effectiveness and measurableness). It’s previewed an intermediate meeting to share and evaluate the application on cases of study 
plus focused on general contents of the methodological guidelines.
Main working tool will be a networking forum between partners, animated by project leader, with a “Bulletin Board System” accessible from all that will 
contain outputs and achievements reached step by step during the project. This board will also contain a mail system to communicate with the public bodies 
involved in the RFO Operation. The presentation and dissemination of project activities, among regional authorities, will be accomplished by diffusing a cd 
rom and organizing a final transnational symposium in Navarra.

TRANSNATIONAL HORIZONTAL COOPERATION (ESDP)

CUT foreseen a brief starting data collection of cultural tourism in partners area , an evaluation of respective planning experiences and their confrontation 
(know how). Afterwards it will take place the application of said indicators and best practices on case studies of each area. The analysis outcomes represent the 
main achievement of the project; they will be enclosed in the methodological guidelines (output)  and presented to RFO authorities as contribution to planning 
policies on cultural tourism and enhancement of cultural emergences. It’s previewed, besides the dissemination activities during the life of the project (local 
workshop included),  a final transational symposium aimed at presenting projects results, to which will be invited the PROGRESDEC regional authorities. 

2.6. Transnational cooperation approach and procedures (maximum 1000 characters)

Please describe the 
- outputs (tangible and 
visible outcomes or 
products of the operation's 
activities, such as 
meetings, guides, websites, 
databases), 
- long term impacts (e.g. 
the contribution to the 
sustainable development of 
participating regions) 
the Sub-project intends to 
produce. Whenever 
possible, please use 
measurable indicators for 
measuring the outputs and 
impacts. The description 
should be in line with the 
information provided in 
Section 3. 
- (Selection criteria 3)

2.5. Expected outputs and impacts of the Sub-project (maximum 1000 characters)

Main output will be methodological guidelines elaborated by the partnership focused on enhancement cultural tourism in mountainous areas. The project means to 
verify not only best practices as coming out from partners know how exchange, but also to test, and putting the matter to RFO attention, a selected range of indictors on 
local situations and case studies.
We intend to verify, in each projects area,  24 meausurable indicators (already defined) divided in four themes: 
1) GENERAL CULTURAL ATTRACTIVE EMERGENCES, 2) COMPLEMENTARY ATTACTIVE, 3) INFORMATION AND MARKETING ON CULTURAL HERITAGE, 
4) OTHER TOURISTIC ATTRACTIVENESS PARAMETERS
This activity, in our opinion, will give an useful contribution to European spatial development policies in the very specific sector of cultural tourism.. A cd rom, (3000 
copies) , and a web site (including project co-operation history) will be produced and diffused, to allow information on projects experiences and results.

2.4. Intended activities of the Sub-project (maximum 1000 characters)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 
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INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

2.7. Added-value of transnational cooperation (maximum 1000 characters)

Please explain the added 
value of transnational co-
operation for the envisaged 
activities. Why is a 
transnational co-operation 
of specific use for the topic 
of the sub-project? 
(Selection criteria 5)

Please describe in how far 
the project uses integrated 
planning and policy 
approaches and contributes 
to the development of 
innovative approaches and 
tools.
(Selection criteria 4)

Please explain how the 
operation will (directly and 
indirectly) contribute to the 
other EU policies 
(consideration of the 
addressed spatial 
development / planning 
themes in a European 
contaxt, reference to EU 
regulations / policy 
objectives like ESDP, 
Lisbon, Goteborg,...)
(Selection criteria 7)

Cut project aims at operating in the specific field of cultural tourism planning and management. In this sector we haven’t find out already tested indicators, or elaborated 
by other INTERREG III C transnational experiences. We’re engaged to suggest reflections on cultural tourism, coming from areas with particularly difficult and 
disadvantage situations, and able to define a selected and interesting sectorial methodology. We believe that a rather innovative value consist in the partnership 
composition (all mountainous territories) so that the integrate approach could be verified in a better way. We’re not underestimating difficulties in this kind of 
process, especially if related to other situations and territories richer in cultural heritage and from a morphological point of view, but exactly for this reason we are 
convinced that CUT should be encouraged in its attempt to stimulate and focus attention to areas with objective situations of socio-economical 
disadvantage.

The European Parliament into the Resolution on the role of territorial cohesion in regional development (2004/2256) stressed the importance of cooperation between 
suburban and rural areas particularly those with specific disadvantages to reduce disparities in EU context. In this sense CUT project: 
1) acts within Lisbon strategy since proposes operational territorial planning models directly applicable semi-antropic territories, aimed at reducing R&D gap between 
EU members and territories; 2) follows up Goetemborg policy options and objectives as intends to build a methodology with operative outputs, in line with principles 
of environmental and socio economical sustainability with a try to activate experimental processes of co-planning; 3) contributes to ESDP implementation facing 
themes strictly connected to cultural heritage and landscape.
In addition we wish to answer to the persistent need of in-depth analysis in this field, presenting suggestions coming of selected case studies, trying to share 
solutions with our Regional Authorities according PROGRESDEC aims and -by them- to policy makers in our countries, into the INTERREG contest .

VERTICAL RELATION AND COOPERATION (ESDP)

PROGRESDEC promotes the exchange of experiences and experimentation on innovatory methods and tools for territorial planning and management, aimed at 
implementing the political principles and options defined by the ESDP”.  PROGRESDEC also ask us to work “through the comparison of planning experiences between 
local institutions ...concerning production of techniques". Our goal is to activate processes of cooperation on planning and territorial management  at transnational level  
among  mountain territories and verificate the processes and the instruments set up by partners on the basis of the priorities of ESDP.  We want to produce a clear 
strategic approach, which will allow us – at our sub regional level- to define a process of exchange and learning, which can grow over the long-term, focused on 
CULTURAL TOURISM.  The treatments given in each different country (and in each region) to the management of landscapes changes form one country to another. 
The reason is not only that the phisical conditions are different, but also the "cultural" conditions. That is one of the reasons why the collaboration between 
mountain areas, coming from different countries, provides a bigger added value than if estudied only in mountain areas from a single country.

2.9. Contribution to European spatial development and spatial policies (maximum 1000 characters)

2.8. Contribution to the development of innovative, integrated planning approaches (maximum 1000 characters)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 2 – SUB-PROJECT DESCRIPTION

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 
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Responsible 
partner in 
charge

Other 
partners in 
charge

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. 
Pieriki)

ALL

PIEMONTE 
(Mount. Auth. Dora 

Baltea)

ALL

LAZIO (Mount. 
Auth. Castelli 

Romani e 
Prenestini)

ALL

PIEMONTE 
(Mount. Auth. Dora 

Baltea)

ALL

LAZIO (Mount. 
Auth. Castelli 

Romani e 
Prenestini)

ALL

W.  MAC (Dotsiko) ALL

NASURSA ALL

LAZIO (Mount. 
Auth. Castelli 

Romani e 
Prenestini)

ALL

PIEMONTE 
(Mount. Auth. Dora 

Baltea)

ALL

NASURSA ALL

TOT. 

TOT. GEN. (*)

2.300,00

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the 
project, mailing (+press conferences in each area to 
present meetings, workshops ...),  

Reports (  to share and  to insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process to achieve suggestions  and 
difficulties from the participants, results from 
questionnaires

Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, 
policy makers and public staff to each partner's area  
focused on 1st draft  of the guidelines ( preparatory 
questionarries included)

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the project

0,00

9: Dissemination activities

12.704,00

18.500,00

0,00

2.000,00

6.000,00

2.000,00

0,00

2.000,00

12.704,00

3.1 Listing of activities

Task description

6: Intermediate meeting in Dotsiko

5: Case of study

1: First meeting  in Central Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange at distance, 
reporting activities

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership situation

26.500,00

List of best practices in the sector connected to the plannig 
tools, to territorial marketing actions 

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on local 
case of study, proposal of different indicators

Methodology guidelinesProduction of a methodology containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, best practices, results of 
the application on each case of study, selected indicators

217.392,11

8: Local workshops

7: Methodology 

10: Transnational final conference in Navarra

20.800,00

20.800,00

Organisation of the final conference (n° 3 person in charge 
for each partner / from Thursday to Sunday travel included 
+ 3 persons from each Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present the results of the project 
with RFO participating authorities and partners

36.000,00

0,00

16.300,00

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

30.084,11

PAGE 5        

21.600,00

17.700,00

2.000,00

233.692,11

(*) Additional funds included

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: choose of 
most important themes for each form

n° 5 different form to fill

Work at distance , help desk, leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                                             Electronic 
public board:, Newsletter, agreements reached during the 
lifetime of the project , forms, indicators, final results  

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.    
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in 
charge and one public board 

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and 
tools

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for 
each partner / from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , 
Discussion on  forms'results, choose of best practices on 
cultural tourism

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a 
local  project / plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site 
or area located in a mountain area)

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

N° and title Additional funding

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for 
each partner / from Thursday to Sunday travel included), 
Knowledge bewtween partners,  confirmation on 
indicators, agreements between partners on forms'  
contents

Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on 
cultural tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, 
planning instruments in the sector, effectiveness, 
measurableness, results and satisfaction,  other connected 
attractive nets/ aspects (selected indicators included)

Outcomes Budget 
Sub-project

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X

Please mark like this:

3.2 Work Plan

PAGE 6        

Activity N°

Month
Please mark the duration of single activities 
and the month of meetings (Selection criteria 
9)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting 
calendar

Budget 
Sub-project

Additional funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate 0,00 0,00

12.704,00 0,00

26.500,00 2.000,00

3.927,27 1.090,91

3.540,00 400,00

5.672,73 627,27

TOTAL Semester 52.344,00 4.118,18

Press office of the project, press conference in Central Macedonia  area to 
present meetings  

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge bewtween partners,  
confirmation on indicators, agreements between partners on forms'  
contents

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

2: Draft of forms Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural tourism,  
main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning instruments in the 
sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results and satisfaction,  other 
connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected indicators included)

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                               
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools

Task description Meetings

1: First meeting 

9: Dissemination activities

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                  
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of 
the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the project

n° 5 different form to fill

Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, 
pubblication on electronic 
public board

List of  indicators, list of 
criteria of the forms: choose 
of most important themes for 
each form

PAGE 7        

(Selection 
criteria 8)

Outcomes 

3.3 Breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting

July - 
September 

2006 
(intermediate 

progress 
report)

October - 
December 
2006 (1st 
semester 
progress 
report)

 X                       
C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that 
trimester.
Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.
Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).                                                                                                   Please note that the July- September period can include preparation costs, since the elegibility 
period starts from 10 april 2006

Activity  (n° and title)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting 
calendar

Budget 
Sub-project

Additional funding

5.890,91 1.636,36

14.160,00 1.600,00

3.700,00 400,00

5.672,73 627,27

TOTAL 
Intermediate 29.423,64 4.263,64

5.890,91 1.636,36

14.800,00 1.600,00

12.704,00 0,00

7.200,00 400,00

5.672,73 627,27

TOTAL Semester 75.691,27 8.527,27

5.890,91 1.636,36

28.800,00 1.600,00

20.800,00 0,00

3.781,82 418,18

30.084,11 0,00

TOTAL Final 89.356,84 3.654,55

TOTAL 217.392,11 16.300,00

April - June 
2007 
(2nd 

semester 
progress 
report)

Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case of 
study, selected indicators

9: Dissemination activities

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                  
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of 
the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, 
pubblication on electronic 
public board

List of best practices in the 
sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial 
marketing actions 

Press office of the project, press conference in Central Macedonia  area to 
present meetings  

Information and sharing of the results of the project Information and sharing of 
the results of the project 

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project, press conference in Central Macedonia  area to 
present meetings  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the project

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

6: Intermediate meeting

7: Methodology 

9: Dissemination activities

5: Case of study

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                               
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the project

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Press office of the project, press conference in Central Macedonia  area to 
present meetings  

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                  
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of 
the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a mountain 
area)

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the project

Methodology

5: Case of study

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                               
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Task description

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on  forms'results, 
choose of best practices on cultural tourism

Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case of 
study, selected indicators

Activity  (n° and title) Outcomes (Selection 
criteria 8)

Meetings

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a mountain 
area)

8: Local workshops

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                               
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                  
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of 
the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Methodology

January - 
March 2007 
(intermediate 

progress 
report)

X                        
W.  MAC (Dotsiko)          

July - 
September 
2007 (final 
progress 
report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

X                        
Navarra         

Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy makers and 
public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  of the guidelines ( 
preparatory questionarries included)

Reports (  to share and  to 
insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process 
to achieve suggestions  and 
difficulties from the 
participants, results from 

7: Methodology 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

PAGE 8        



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 3 – SUB-PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND BUDGET 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administration 
costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodation

Meetings and 
Events

Promotion 
costs

Other Investments 

16.960,00 3.840,00 15.836,97 6.963,03 3.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00

11.260,11 3.280,00 13.500,00 3.552,00 9.200,00 6.600,00 0,00 0,00

8.560,00 2.240,00 15.612,97 5.187,03 5.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00

7.560,00 2.040,00 13.500,00 6.963,03 3.200,00 6.736,97 0,00 0,00

8.560,00 2.240,00 15.612,97 5.187,03 5.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00

52.900,11 13.640,00 74.062,91 27.852,11 26.000,00 22.936,97 0,00 0,00

16.300,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00TOTAL Additional funding

TOTAL Budget Sub-Project 
CUT

3.4 Global financial tables by budget lines

16.300,00

217.392,10

4.300,00

2.000,00

16.300,00

40.000,00Partner 5 (Dev. Agency 
Pieriki)

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project 

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

Partner 4 (Dora Baltea)

40.000,00 2.000,00

40.000,00

Partner 2 (Nasursa)

Partner 3 (Dotsiko)

TOTAL Additional funding
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Partner 1- Lead partner 
(Cast. Rom & Pren.)

TOTAL Budget Sub-Project

47.392,11 0,00

50.000,00 8.000,00



Postal 
Fax 

Postal 
code and 
Fax 

Define the appropriate territorial level, according to the EU 
classification [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics 
(NUTS) or Local Administrative Units (LAUs)]

Please, provide general data to indicate the overall area and 
population of the authority concerned, or, in the case of 
partnerships, the number of authorities concerned

Institution participants 

+39 06 9470817

00040 - Rocca Priora (RM)

Partner description 

Please define the type of proposer according to the article 3 
of Call for proposal; provide also a brief description of  the 
partner: specify the role of the local authority, 

i.e. the type of functions carried out, its responsabilities and 
specific competences. 

E-mail 

Name and title of the Project manager

Address

(obviously, in the case of consortiums, the total area and
population must be specified)

LAU 2 – municipal authorities. If, for any reason, this point 
cannot be specified,  give any reasons, if possible. 

+39 06 9470817
info@cmcastelli.it ; presidente@cmcastelli.it

Arch. Antonello M. Stefanini

00040 - Rocca Priora (RM)Via della Pineta 117

area.svilupp@cmcastelli.it 

Our public body is a LAU 1 composed by 13 municipalities, in the mountain volcanic area close Rome. Our a territory is 320 km 2 

with 150.000 inhabitants. Our mission is to promote and support social and economic development of the area according the 
disadvantage situation (due the mountain features) plus operate to realise common management on municipality services. The 
main planning instrument is PSSE(Piano di Sviluppo Socio-Economico) that operate along 5 years. Our  plan (see 
www.cmcastelli.it  /section strategy & planning) is organised like a DOC.U.P. (Unique Planning Document) with axes, measures 
and actions. According this mission, we have created a specific area  titled "AREA dello Sviluppo Socio Economico" that manage 
the plan, organise the yearly esecution, support actions and initiatives, operate in system-actions in collaboration with other public 
bodies. The staff has a relevant experience,plan our calls,examine candidatures,stipulate financial co-funding contracts,manage & 
control projects, assure monitoring,control the achievements and expected results & the statement of expenses, provide finally to 
answer external calls for proposal .

Tel 

+ 39 06 9470817 - 0039 06 9470820

In case of Consortiums of Municipalities, 
territorial organisations that are composed by 
different institutions, please list the main 
partners and describe the type of  consortium 

NUTS II – Region (no specification), NUTS III – Province, 
LAU 1 – supra-municipal authorities (mountain community 
authorities, park authorities, consortiums of local authorities, 
etc.)

Tel 
E-mail 

Function/Task 
Department/Admin unit 
Name and title of the Legal 
representative

Private technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Address

Our Mountain Community Authority has an ongoing collaboration with the University of Tor Vergata, Rome, Department of 
Economic and Political Geography, concerning the realisation of a master’s degree dedicated to cultural tourism, with special 
focus on local tourism systems. We would like to continue this collaboration also in this project accordind both the subject of the 
master and the specific theme of CUT  project. Moreover, in our case of study, we'd like to study the borning  " Tusculum 
Archaeological Park"  with the collaboration of  Soprintendenza Archeologica of Lazio and with Escuela Espanola de Historia 
and Archeologia in Rome that is a precoius partner in our sutdies, escavations and researches.

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

Our Mountain Community Authority previde to develop a part of the project with a consulting group (not yet individuated) or external 
experts (different  curricula studiorum) that will jointly work with the above mentioned University Department. 

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

Institution 

Via della Pineta 117

+ 39 06 9470817 - 0039 06 9470820

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT
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Public technical subjects involved in project implementation 

4.1.1 Identification Sub-Project Partner 1 - Lead partner
Mountain Community Authority "Castelli Romani e Prenestini" (zone XI - Lazio)

Social and economic development of the mountain area + common managment on public services 

Social and economic development Area (area.sviluppo@cmcastelli.it )

Dr. Giuseppe De Righi - President

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

L.A.G. Colli Tuscolani - Local Action Plan (trannational experience included)  to develop rural areas operating with FSE, FERS, and FEAOG funds + State,  Regional 
and local funds. Successfully operations, constituting a very good experience (planning methodology and economical reporting activities assumed like a rule also into 
Mountain Community Authoritiy planning and reporting activities). Succesfully finished.

Financial resources 

In case of approval, each RFO Participant Authority will collect from each Sub-Project Partner an abstract of these experiences for vertical and horizontal cooperation studies.

Please illustrate the experiences (Local Plan, Strategic Plan, Sectoral Plan, Development Programme) documenting the type of experience made by the partner, like a sort of curriculum.
The shortlisted experiences will then be examined like case studies for vertical and horizontal cooperation and 
will become part of an assessment document relating to the state of the art of territorial planning in the participating regions, with respect to the selected ESDP themes.

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC  DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PSSE)Name

1998 - 2001

Experience 2

2001 - 2006 (in progress)

27.372.215,65 _

Description (maximum 500 characters)

INTERNAL STAFF: the general manager of the Mountain Community Authority (1 senior/degree), technical Area (1 senior/graduate, Social-Economic Development 
Area (2 senior degree + 1 junior degree + 1 junior secretary + 2 junior  degree in stage )

Please 
briefly 
specify the 
Institution 
experiences 
with 
transnationa
l co-
operations
(Selection 
criteria 10)

Our Social-Economic Development Area is organised like a Development Agency based on the model realised during the LEADER II experience.                             So we like 
to operate to improve the EU sense of belonging of our population. We have done a very good experience in 3 transnational cooperation projects during LEADER II (2 projects 
like leader of the partnership) with 7 different partners from Spain, Greece, France, Sweden and Italy, all succesfully completed. Moreover  a specific  mission of our Area is to 
support local Institutions (Municipalities, School Authorities) and private bodies  to participate to EU calls (Socrates/Comenius 2, Life, Towntwinnings, Sustainable towns, 
Dafne and so on); we have therefore participated  in some transnational preparatory meetings (here and in EU area) and in some cases assuring the local co-funding (with our 
budget) necessary to participate to these transnational partnerships.

Rural development Plan - EU Initiative LEADER II

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)
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Implementation period 2002 - 2006 (in progress)

5. 967.183,13 _

INTERNAL STAFF: the general manager of the Mountain Community Authority (1 senior/degree), Social-Economic Development Area (2 senior degree + 1 junior 
degree + 1 junior secretary + 2 junior  degree in stage)

Experience 3
POA – PROGRAMMI OPERATIVI ANNUALI - Yearly Operative Plans

Financial resources 

4.1.3 Experiences in European transnational co-operations of the institution and team employed (maximum 1000 
characters)

Yearly Operative Plans to apply the contents of the main Plan (PSSE). They consist in yearly actions and allocation of funds on the specific actions of the master plan, 
containing modalities to realise actions, (by calls to co-fund local projects or by direct actions, or by system-actions in institutional collaboration), rules, indicators about 
results, monitoring activities, front and back office, general managment of the plan, reports to Region Lazio.

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

4.1.2  Local experiences already carried out 

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Financial resources 

Implementation period

Experience 1 

Name

7.383.784,28 _

INTERNAL STAFF: the general manager of the Mountain Community Authority (1 senior/degree), Social-Economic Development Area (2 senior degree + 1 junior 
degree + 1 junior secretary + 2 junior  degree in stage) + 1 EXTERNAL CONSULTANT (1 senior degree)

Description (maximum 500 characters)

It is our main planning instrument  (P.S.S.E. - Piano di Sviluppo Socio-Economico) that operate along 5 years Our  plan (see www.cmcastelli.it  /section strategy                
and planning) is organised like a DOC.U.P. (Unique Planning Document) with axes, measures and actions. The 3 principal axes are :• Protection and improvement of 
natural resources; • Policy and strategy about belonging;• Enforcement of the enterprise system. We co-finance local private or public initiative.

Name

Implementation period



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administration 
costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodation

Meetings and 
Events

Promotion costs Other Investments 

Budget Sub-
project

16.960,00 3.840,00 15.836,97 6.963,03 3.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00 50.000,00

Additional 
funding

8.000,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 8.000,00
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Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

TOTAL

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project (in EUR)

4.1.4 Budget lines



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

N° and title

1:  Participation to the first meeting  in Central 
Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange at 
distance

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership 
situation

5: Case of study

6: Participation to the Intermediate meeting in 
Western Macedonia

7: Methodology 

8: Local workshops

9: Dissemination activities

10: Participation to Transnational final conference 
in Navarra
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ALL

6.036,97

ALL

Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

Outcomes

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the 
project

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

W.  MAC (Dotsiko)

NASURSA

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

6.000,00

500,00

1.600,00

Task description

Reports (  to share and  to insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process to achieve suggestions  
and difficulties from the participants, results from 
questionnaires

Methodology guidelines

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

n° 5 different form to fill

Work at distance , help desk, leadering (internal)           
Electronic public board:, Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: choose of 
most important themes for each form

Press office of the project,  diffusion 
of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to 
present meetings, workshops ...),  

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on 

Compilation and analisys of each 
partner situation and tools

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best 
practices on cultural tourism

0,00

500,00

0,00

500,00

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

Organisation of a workshop 
addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each 
partner's area  focused on 1st draft  
of the guidelines ( preparatory 
questionarries included)

Production of a methodology 
containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, 
best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, 
selected indicators

Organisation of the final conference 
(n° 3 person in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday 
travel included + 3 persons from 
each Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present the 
results of the project with RFO 
participating authorities and 
partners

1.776,00

ALL

NASURSA

3.411,03

ALL

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Creation and managing of the 
virtual space of exchange.                 
2 spaces: one work space reserved 
only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

5.300,00

14.560,00

ALL

ALL

4.800,00

3.540,00

1.776,00

ALL

Tot.

4.1.5 Partner listing of activities

Each partner define a form in these 
themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and 
attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, 
effectiveness, measurableness, 
results and satisfaction,  other 
connected attractive nets/ aspects 
(selected indicators included)

Other partners in chargeResponsible partner in charge

List of best practices in the sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial marketing actions 

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on local 
case of study, proposal of different indicators

50.000,00

ALL

Each partner will apply indicators 
and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on 
cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

0,00

500,00

0,00

ALL

7.200,00

ALL

0,00

8.000,00



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X

Please mark the 
duration of 
single activities 
and the month of 
meetings 
(Selection 
criteria 9)

Please mark like 
this:

4.1.6 Partner work Plan

PAGE 14        

Month
Activity N°



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate 0,00 0,00

X 1.776,00 0,00

5.300,00 500,00

2.647,27 1.090,91

708,00 100,00

436,36 0,00

TOTAL Semester 10.867,64 1.690,91

3.970,91 1.636,36

2.832,00 400,00

1.207,39 100,00

436,36 0,00

TOTAL 
Intermediate 8.446,67 2.136,36

3.970,91 1.636,36

4.829,58 400,00

X 1.776,00 0,00

1.440,00 100,00

436,36 0,00

TOTAL Semester 20.899,52 4.272,73

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

9: Dissemination activities

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project 
/ plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities
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April - June 2007 
(2nd semester progress report)

Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences 
on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each 
case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

9: Dissemination activities

Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public boardPress office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 

(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Outcomes 

Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.

4.1.7 Partner breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting

Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results and 
satisfaction,  other connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public board

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

January - March 2007  (intermediate 
progress report)

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

6: Intermediate meeting Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best practices on cultural tourism

List of best practices in the 
sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial 
marketing actions 

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project 
/ plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

7: Methodology 

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that trimester.

List of  indicators, list of 
criteria of the forms: choose 
of most important themes 
for each form

Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on indicators, agreements between partners on 
forms'  contents

Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, 

(Selection 
criteria 8)

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

Task descriptionActivity  (n° and title)

October - December 2006 (1st 
semester progress report)

1: First meeting 

July - September 2006  (intermediate 
progress report)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

5: Case of study



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

3.970,91 1.636,36

5.760,00 400,00

4.800,00 0,00

290,91 0,00

X 3.411,03 0,00

TOTAL Final 18.232,85 2.036,36

TOTAL 50.000,00 8.000,00

Activity  (n° and title) Task description Outcomes 

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences 
on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each 
case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy makers 
and public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  of the 
guidelines ( preparatory questionarries included)
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Information and sharing of 
the results of the project 

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

July - September 2007  (final progress 
report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

8: Local workshops

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

Reports (  to share and  to 
insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up 
process to achieve 9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 

(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  
Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.1 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 1 - LEAD PARTNER ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Title and acronym of the Sub-project: 

MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY AUTHORITY "CASTELLI ROMANI E PRENESTINI" (zone XI - LAZIO)

GIUSEPPE DE RIGHI (Legal representative)

OFFICIAL STAMP OF PARTNER INSTITUTION

4.1.8 Participation Statement

CULTURAL TOURISM NETS - "CU.T"
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SIGNATURE

In the event of approval of the above mentioned Sub-project applying for assistance from the PROGRESDEC RFO, we hereby certify that 

listed as partner no 1 in Section 1 of the Application Form,
commits itself to the Sub-project and declare that we will accept the obligations as a Sub-Project Partner deriving from the Sub-project Subsidy Contract and 
Partnership Agreement.

ROCCA PRIORA, 15th June 2006

PRESIDENT  (Legal representative of point 4.1.1)

We furthermore confirm that no expenditure related to the above mentioned Sub-Project has been, is or will be funded by 
any EU programme. 

We intends also to provide EUR .0,00 as co-funding to the Sub-Project’s budget (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
We intends also to provide EUR 8.000,00  as additional funding.



Postal 
Fax 

Postal 
code 
Fax 

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
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Institution 

Calle Leyre 20, bajo

00 34 948 22 20 68

4.2.1 Identification Sub-Project Partner 2 

Function/Task 
Department/Admin unit 

NAVARRA DE SUELO RESIDENCIAL, S.A. - NASURSA

Empresa Pública de gestión de suelo residencial, Ordenación del Terriotrio y Urbanismo

OBSERVATORIO TERRITORIAL DE NAVARRA

Señora Directora-Gerente: Doña Idoia Madariaga LópezName and title of the Legal 
representative

Tel 

Please list and describe (if already 
individuated) organisations that will develop 
the project (research institutes, universities, 
consulting groups etc…) 

The following personal will participate in the project:
- NASURSA: General manageress (25%), coordinator (50%), technician (65%), administrative (20%), accountant (10%)
- Public University of Navarre. geographist, sociologist, statician.
- University of Navarre. Geograpghy department (at least three technicians).
- Entities' scholarschip holders are not considerated. 
- External experts for the related areas: graphic design, translation, events organization, etc.

estrategia@nasursa.es 

00 34 948 22 00 13
nasursa@nasursa.es

Address

Address
Dámaso Munarriz Guezala. Coordinador del Observatorio Territorial de Navarra.

E-mail 

Tel 

00 34 948 22 20 68

Public technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Please list and describe (if already 
individuated) organisations that will develop 
the project (research institutes, universities, 
consulting groups etc…) 

NASURSA is a public enterprise, 100% regional Government of Navarre.
Territorial Observatory of Navarre (OTN) is the Space Development Policy Council (CSPT)'s technical body. The CSPT is an 
specific advice body created by the Regional Law 35/2002 for the Space Development. In february 2006, the CSPT resolved 
that the Territorial Observatory of Navarre would be attached to NASURSA, in order to make it work inmediatly.  
The OTN's principal aim is to create in Navarre a technical body that supports and improves the evolution and management of 
the Spacial Development policies in our region. The OTN will also participate in national and international networks and projects
about space development and town planning. This is the basis of CUT project: Navarre has its own space strategy, based on 
the principal rules and objectives of the SDEC. Now it's the time for the OTN to carriying it out and make its evaluation around 
the whole regional territory. Navarre has a total number of 272 municipalities. The biggest one is Pamplona (190.000 habitants 
and 24km_), and the smallest has30 habitants.Navarra has less than 600.000 habitants they live in 10.000km_. More than a hal

E-mail 

Name and title of the Project manager
Calle Leyre 20, bajo

Private technical subjects involved in project implementation 

31002 - Pamplona

i.e. the type of functions carried out, its responsabilities 
and specific competences. 

(obviously, in the case of consortiums, the total area and 
population must be specified)

NUTS II – Region (no specification), NUTS III – 
Province, LAU 1 – supra-municipal authorities (mountain 
community authorities, park authorities, consortiums of 
local authorities, etc.)
LAU 2 – municipal authorities. If, for any reason, this 
point cannot be specified,  give any reasons, if possible. 

31002 - Pamplona

In case of Consortiums of Municipalities, 
territorial organisations that are composed by 
different institutions, please list the main 
partners and describe the type of  consortium 

In this project will work together at least the following institutions: En esta iniciativa colaborarán al menos las siguientes 
instituciones:
- Public University of Navarre. External expert (collaboration agreement)
- University of Navarre. External expert (collaboration agreement)
- Some other entities they work in specific areas: graphic design, translation, events organization, etc., (written contract issued 
by law)

Partner description 
Please define the type of proposer according to the 
article 3 of Call for proposal; provide also a brief 
description of  the partner: specify the role of the local 
authority, 

00 34 948 22 00 13

Define the appropriate territorial level, according to the 
EU classification [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial 
Statistics (NUTS) or Local Administrative Units (LAUs)]

Please, provide general data to indicate the overall area 
and population of the authority concerned, or, in the 
case of partnerships, the number of authorities 
concerned

Institution participants 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 
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(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

NASURSA's own staff

Urban initiative development for the promotion of 5.000 social housing. This was an innovative project in bio-climatic architecture and physical planning. The
EcoCity of Sarriguren is an example of a innovative combination: urban quality and enviromental development. It was selected as a "best practice" GOOD in Dubai
Contest 2000.C66.

Implementation period

1999-2006

Please illustrate the experiences (Local Plan, Strategic Plan, Sectoral Plan, Development Programme) documenting the type of experience made by the partner, like a sort of curriculum.
The shortlisted experiences will then be examined like case studies for vertical and horizontal cooperation and 

2006

Implementation period

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Name

Implementation period

Financial resources 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

4.2.2  Local experiences already carried out 

Pirinees' development strategic planning

4.2.3 Experiences in European transnational co-operations of the institution and team employed (maximum 
1000 characters)

Financial resources 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Experience 3
Eco-city of Sarriguren
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Financial resources 

The ETN will design a future and possible scene in order to guide in a coordinated way the sectorial policies about space development under the SDEC's rules and
criteria. The ETN determine some dares to support the future policies, the space development model's principal elements and some space indicators in order to
check the evolution of the territory. 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Please 
briefly 
specify the 
Institution 
experiences 
with 
transnationa
l co-
operations
(Selection 
criteria 10)

NASURSA collaborated with other Navarre's Government entities in international cooperation projects (International Cooperation Service) or with NGO (space 
development training in Peru) 
NASURSA's staff are experts in european project's management. 
- Idoia Madariaga López. Innovation managaress in CEIN. (ES FR EN)
- Dámaso Munarriz Guezala. Director of TEDER, LEADER II. (ES FR)
- Sonia Calvo López. Technical support in European Projects in CEIN. (ES EN DE EUS). 
NGO: Non-government organizations
CEIN: Centro Europeo de Innovación en Navarra. BIC Navarra.
TEDER: Tierra Estella Desarrollo Rural

Gestión de todo el proceso realizado por Nasursa. Desde la planificación urbanística inicial (concurso público) hasta la adjudicación de las parcelas a los
promotores inmobiliarios

Experience 2

will become part of an assessment document relating to the state of the art of territorial planning in the participating regions, with respect to the selected ESDP themes.

In case of approval, each RFO Participant Authority will collect from each Sub-Project Partner an abstract of these experiences for vertical and horizontal cooperation studies.

External experts team contrac. Technical management of the ETN as assistance's team for the regional Government of Navarre. (DMG)

Experience 1 
Territorial Strategy of Navarre (ETN)

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

2001-2005

1,0 M_

Name

1,5 M_

Name

This is one of the ETN's points. Pirinee's area represents more than the 10% of Navarre's space and its population is less than the 2% of Navarre. It is an
unfavourable socioeconomic area and, also, its traditional resources (forest, agriculture, cattle.. ) are in crisis. It was necessary that the SDEC and the ETN create
for this area an specific and strategic planning. 
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P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administrat
ion costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodat
ion

Meetings 
and 
Events

Promotion 
costs

Other Investment
s 

Budget 
Sub-project 11.260,11 3.280,00 13.500,00 3.552,00 9.200,00 6.600,00 0,00 0,00 47.392,11

Additional 
funding 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
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4.2.4 Budget lines

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

TOTAL

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project (in EUR)
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N° and title

1:  Participation to the first meeting  in Central 
Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange 
at distance

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership 
situation

5: Case of study

6: Participation to the Intermediate meeting in 
Western Macedonia

7: Methodology 

8: Local workshops

9: Dissemination activities

10: Organisation of the Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

3.540,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the 
project

Each partner will apply indicators 
and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on 
cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

1.760,00

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

ALL

1.776,00

List of best practices in the sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial marketing actions 

ALL

ALL

ALL

Information and sharing of the results of the 
project 

Methodology guidelines

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on 
local case of study, proposal of different indicators

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

ALLLAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

1.776,00 0,00

0,005.300,00

Work at distance , help desk, leadering (internal)       
Electronic public board:, Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

ALL

ALL

0,00

Press office of the project,  
diffusion of results of the project, 
mailing (+press conferences in 
each area to present meetings, 
workshops ...),  

W.  MAC (Dotsiko)

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

Compilation and analisys of each 
partner situation and tools

NASURSA

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 
3 persons in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to 
Sunday travel included), , 
Discussion on  forms'results, 
choose of best practices on 
cultural tourism

Reports (  to share and  to insert into the 
guidelines ) containing bottom up process to 
achieve suggestions  and difficulties from the 
participants, results from questionnaires

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

n° 5 different form to fillEach partner define a form in 
these themes: main data on 
cultural tourism,  main cultural 
heritage and attractive sites, 
planning instruments in the 
sector, effectiveness, 
measurableness, results and 
satisfaction,  other connected 
attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

Outcomes Responsible partner in charge

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: 
choose of most important themes for each form

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Creation and managing of the 
virtual space of exchange.              
2 spaces: one work space 
reserved only to persons in 
charge and one public board 

Production of a methodology 
containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, 
best practices, results of the 
application on each case of 
study, selected indicators

Tot.

Organisation of a workshop 
addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each 
partner's area  focused on 1st 
draft  of the guidelines ( 
preparatory questionarries 
included)

Organisation of the final 
conference (n° 3 person in 
charge for each partner / from 
Thursday to Sunday travel 
included + 3 persons from each 
Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present 
the results of the project with 
RFO participating authorities and 
partners

NASURSA
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Organisation of the  meeting (n° 
3 persons in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to 
Sunday travel included), 
Knowledge bewtween partners,  
confirmation on indicators, 
agreements between partners on 
forms'  contents

4.2.5 Partner listing of activities
Budget 
Sub-project

Task description

0,00

47.392,11

3.700,00

16.740,11

4.000,00 0,00

7.200,00

1.600,00

ALL

ALL

Additional 
funding

Other partners in charge

ALL
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P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X
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Please mark 
like this:

Month Please mark 
the duration of 
single activities 
and the month 
of meetings 
(Selection 

Activity N°

4.2.6 Partner work Plan
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(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €                -    €             -   

X  €     1.776,00  €             -   

 €     5.300,00  €             -   

 €        320,00  €             -   

 €        708,00  €             -   

 €        436,36  €             -   

TOTAL 
Semester  €     8.540,36  €             -   

 €        480,00  €             -   

 €     2.832,00  €             -   

 €        740,00  €             -   

 €        436,36  €             -   

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €     4.488,36  €             -   

 €        480,00  €             -   

 €     2.960,00  €             -   

X  €     1.776,00  €             -   

 €     1.440,00  €             -   

 €        436,36  €             -   

TOTAL 
Semester  €      11.580,73  €             -   

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, 
mailing (+press conferences in each area to present meetings, 
workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

April - June 2007 
(2nd semester progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting 
activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and 
one public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)        
Electronic public board:  5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  

project / plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed 
indicators on local case of 
study, proposal of 
different indicators

6: Intermediate meeting Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on 
forms'results, choose of best practices on cultural tourism

List of best practices in 
the sector connected to 
the plannig tools, to 
territorial marketing 

ti  

January - March 2007 (intermediate 
progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting 
activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and 
one public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the 
lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final 
results  

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public board

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed 
indicators on local case of 
study, proposal of 
different indicators

Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public board9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, 

mailing (+press conferences in each area to present meetings, 
workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

October - December 2006 (1st 
semester progress report)

1: First meeting Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge 
bewtween partners,  confirmation on indicators, agreements 
between partners on forms'  contents

List of  indicators, list of 
criteria of the forms: 
choose of most important 
themes for each form

2: Draft of forms Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results 
and satisfaction,  other connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting 
activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and 
one public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the 
lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final 

lt   

July - September 2006 
(intermediate progress report)
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(Selection 
criteria 8)

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.

then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that trimester.

4.2.7 Partner breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting
Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, 

Task description

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, 
mailing (+press conferences in each area to present meetings, 
workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

Activity  (n° and title) Outcomes 

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools
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Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

 €        480,00  €             -   

 €     5.760,00  €             -   

 €     4.000,00  €             -   

 €        290,91  €             -   

X  €         16.740,11  €             -   

TOTAL Final  €      27.271,02  €             -   

TOTAL  €      47.392,11  €             -   

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

Information and sharing of the results of the project Information and sharing of 
the results of the project 

Reports (  to share and  to 
insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up 
process to achieve 
suggestions  and 
difficulties from the 
participants, results from 
questionnaires

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, 
mailing (+press conferences in each area to present meetings, 
workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

July - September 2007 (final 
progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting 
activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and 
one public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the 
lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final 
results  

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

8: Local workshops Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  
of the guidelines ( preparatory questionarries included)
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Activity  (n° and title) Task description Outcomes 
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(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Title and acronym of the Sub-project:

PLACE AND DATE

Señora Doña Idoia Madariaga López (Legal representative)

OFFICIAL STAMP OF PARTNER INSTITUTION

We intends also to provide EUR .0,00  as co-funding to the Sub-Project’s budget (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
We intends also to provide EUR 0,00 as additional funding.

We furthermore confirm that no expenditure related to the above mentioned Sub-Project has been, is or will be funded by 
any EU programme. 

4.2.8 Participation Statement
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SIGNATURE

In the event of approval of the above mentioned Sub-project applying for assistance from the PROGRESDEC RFO, we hereby certify that 

listed as partner no 2 in Section 1 of the Application Form,
commits itself to the Sub-project and declare that we will accept the obligations as a Sub-Project Partner deriving from the Sub-project Subsidy Contract 
and Partnership Agreement.

Directora-Gerente (Legal representative of point 4.1.2)

NAVARRA DE SUELO RESIDENCIAL, S.A. - NASURSA

CULTURAL TOURISM NETS - "CU.T"



Postal 
Fax 

Postal 
code and 
Fax 
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Public technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

4.3.1 Identification Sub-Project Partner 3 

Function/Task 
Department/Admin unit 

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

Institution 

+30 24620-25630, 81067

2, LASKARATOU str.

For the implementation of the programme, Community of Dotsiko will collaborate with  external consultants for the optimization of the 
project's development and dissemination. 

Name and title of the Legal 
representative

COMMUNITY OF DOTSIKO, GREVENA PREFECTURE

LOCAL AUTHORITY BODY

DIMITRIOS LAGKAS, PRESIDENT OF THE COUNSIL

Private technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Community of Dotsiko, intends to cooperate with and disseminate to the other Mountainous Communities and  Municpalities of the 
Prefecture of Grevena the findings and results of the programme "CULTURAL TOURISM NETS -CU.T". Furthermore, they intend to 
cooperate with the Region of Western Macedonia and the University of  Western Macedonia as well as with the Technological 
Educational Institution (TEI) of Western Macedonia. Also, several Cultural Associations that activate in the territory will be invited to 
participate to the programme (seminar, etc)

Address

E-mail 

Tel 

+30-2310-429444 / +30-2310-42944 6

E-mail 

Name and title of the Project manager

Address

Please, provide general data to indicate the overall area and 
population of the authority concerned, or, in the case of 
partnerships, the number of authorities concerned

+30 24620-25630, 81067
dlagkas@yahoo.gr , 

KYRIAKI LIODAKI

546 46 - THESSALONIKI, GREECE

Please define the type of proposer according to the article 3 of 
Call for proposal; provide also a brief description of  the 
partner: specify the role of the local authority, 

0030-2310-429465

kliodaki@infodim.gr  

The Community of Dotsiko, is a Local Authority Body, classified as LAU 2 according to NUTS. Dotsiko is a mountainous Community of 
the Grevena Prefecture, in Western Macedonia, of total area 35.000 klm2 with almost 200 inhabitants.It consists a typical type of the 
mountainous villages of Western Macedonia, as a “moving community”. It is namely a Community with a bare minimum population 
during winter, that quintuplicates during summer and the local economy is based on cattle-breeding and wood-cutting. The excellent  
natural environment of Dotsiko guide to a re-evaluation of its development potential and the preconditions’ creation of the alternative 
tourism development in the area. The Community of Dotsiko is at an elevation of more than 1000 m in the western side of the Grevena 
Prefecture, on the mountain chain of Pindos, near to the protected, of a particular natural beauty, area of Valia Calda. It is also near the 
ski resort of Basilitsa (12 klm), in the protection zone of the brown bear and in a greater mount area of an excel-lent natural landscape. 
The villages’ architecture has special and rare cultural elements, at the houses’ and the stone bridges’ construction. 

Define the appropriate territorial level, according to the EU 
classification [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics 
(NUTS) or Local Administrative Units (LAUs)]

Tel 

i.e. the type of functions carried out, its responsabilities and 
specific competences. 

(obviously, in the case of consortiums, the total area and
population must be specified)

NUTS II – Region (no specification), NUTS III – Province, LAU 
1 – supra-municipal authorities (mountain community 
authorities, park authorities, consortiums of local authorities, 
etc.)
LAU 2 – municipal authorities. If, for any reason, this point 
cannot be specified,  give any reasons, if possible. 

51100 DOTSIKO - GREVENA  - GREECE

In case of Consortiums of Municipalities, 
territorial organisations that are composed by 
different institutions, please list the main partners 
and describe the type of  consortium 

qwerty 

Partner description 

Institution participants 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 
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SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

The Agios Athanassios church is a unique cultural monument of Dotsiko Community. It has been declared preservable and it is considered a landmark of the village. The 
rehabilitation works aim to the maintenance of the church in its original form and the restoration of damages caused by the time and physical catastrophes. 

Description (maximum 500 characters) Arrangement of the central riverbed of the characteristic river of Dotsiko Community. 

Implementation period

4.3.3 Experiences in European transnational co-operations of the institution and team employed (maximum 1000 
characters)

Name

Implementation period

Financial resources 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Amelioration of rural road network through constructions and interventions in specific road points in the area of Dotsiko Community

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

2005-2006

Financial resources 

Reconstruction of the bell tower and the surrounding space of Agios Athanassios church 

Experience 3
Settlement of the central riverbed of Dotsiko riverName

Implementation period

4.3.2  Local experiences already carried out 

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Financial resources 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Please illustrate the experiences (Local Plan, Strategic Plan, Sectoral Plan, Development Programme) documenting the type of experience made by the partner, like a sort of curriculum.
The shortlisted experiences will then be examined like case studies for vertical and horizontal cooperation and 
will become part of an assessment document relating to the state of the art of territorial planning in the participating regions, with respect to the selected ESDP themes.

2005-2006

Regional Operational Programme of Western Macedonia  2000 - 2006
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Since Community of Dotsiko is considered a traditional village, the preservation of its architectural physiognomy is a main element of the community's policy. Tourism 
becomes the most remarkable income source of the Community  and the maintainance of its beauty and character makes this opprtunity possible.

Experience 1 
Improvement and construction of rural road network in Community of Dotsiko 

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Rehabilitation of the bell tower and the surrounding space of the preservable church of Agios Athanassios

Please 
briefly 
specify the 
Institution 
experiences 
with 
transnational 
co-
operations
(Selection 
criteria 10)

Dotsiko Community is a very small mountain municipal community with no previous transnational experience. Dotsiko has achieved the elaboration of several co-funded 
programmes through 3rd Community Support  Framework and has also participated in other transnational proposals, that have not yet been evaluated. This is the reason that 
Dotsiko Community will use external expertise and will exploit the experience and know how of other territorial institutions. 

In case of approval, each RFO Participant Authority will collect from each Sub-Project Partner an abstract of these experiences for vertical and horizontal cooperation studies.

Experience 2

2004-2006

Operational Programme for Rural Development 2000 - 2006, Ministry of Agriculture Development

Name

Operational Programme for Environment 2000 - 2006, Ministry of Environment, Spatial Planning and Public Works

The stone bridge of Dotsiko is the landmark of the village. It has been declared preservable and its riverbed and the surrounding place has been reconstructed with stone and 
typical architectural elements. 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administrati
on costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodati
on

Meetings 
and 
Events

Promotion 
costs

Other Investments 

Budget Sub-
project 8.560,00 2.240,00 15.612,97 5.187,03 5.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00 40.000,00

Additional 
funding 2.000,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2.000,00
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4.3.4 Budget lines

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

TOTAL

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project (in EUR)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

N° and title

1:  Participation to the first meeting  in Central 
Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange at 
distance

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership 
situation

5: Case of study

6: Organisation of  the Intermediate meeting in 
Western Macedonia

7: Methodology 

8: Local workshops

9: Dissemination activities

10: Participation to Transnational final conference 
in Navarra

ALL

4.000,00 0,00

500,00

500,00

0,00

500,00

0,00

500,00

0,00

3.411,03

40.000,00 2.000,00

0,00

1.600,00

ALL

ALL

Press office of the project,  diffusion 
of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to 
present meetings, workshops ...),  

Each partner will apply indicators 
and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on 
cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

Tot.

NASURSA

Methodology guidelines

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the project

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

NASURSA

1.776,00 0,00

List of best practices in the sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial marketing actions 

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on 
local case of study, proposal of different indicators

5.300,00

5.600,00

1.760,00

3.540,00

W.  MAC (Dotsiko)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Organisation of the final conference 
(n° 3 person in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday 
travel included + 3 persons from 
each Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present the 
results of the project with RFO 
participating authorities and 
partners

Production of a methodology 
containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, 
best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, 
selected indicators

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best 
practices on cultural tourism

Organisation of a workshop 
addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each 
partner's area  focused on 1st draft  
of the guidelines ( preparatory 
questionarries included)

Reports (  to share and  to insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process to achieve suggestions  
and difficulties from the participants, results from 
questionnaires

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on 
indicators, agreements between 
partners on forms'  contents

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: choose of 
most important themes for each form

Compilation and analisys of each 
partner situation and tools

Work at distance , help desk, leadering (internal)            
Electronic public board:, Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

Each partner define a form in these 
themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and 
attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, 
effectiveness, measurableness, 
results and satisfaction,  other 
connected attractive nets/ aspects 
(selected indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

Creation and managing of the 
virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved 
only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Outcomes

ALL

Other partners in charge Additional 
funding

Responsible partner in charge

4.3.5 Partner listing of activities
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5.812,97

7.200,00

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL

Task description Budget 
Sub-project



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X

Activity N°
Please mark the 
duration of single 
activities and the 
month of 
meetings 
(Selection criteria 
9)

Month
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Please mark like 
this:

4.3.6 Partner work Plan



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €                     -    €                  -   

X  €      1.776,00  €               -   

 €      5.300,00  €       500,00 

 €         320,00  €               -   

 €         708,00  €       100,00 

 €         436,36  €               -   

TOTAL Semester  €      8.540,36  €       600,00 

 €         480,00  €               -   

 €      2.832,00  €       400,00 

 €      1.162,59  €       100,00 

 €         436,36  €               -   

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €      4.910,96  €       500,00 

 €         480,00  €               -   

 €      4.650,38  €       400,00 

X  €      5.600,00  €               -   

 €      1.440,00  €       100,00 

 €         436,36  €               -   

TOTAL Semester  €    17.517,70  €    1.000,00 
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9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

List of best practices in the 
sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial 
marketing actions 

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case 
of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

April - June 2007 
(2nd semester progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

6: Intermediate meeting Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best practices on cultural tourism

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

January - March 2007  (intermediate 
progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, 
pubblication on electronic 
public board

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, 
pubblication on electronic 
public board

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

2: Draft of forms Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results and 
satisfaction,  other connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that trimester.

October - December 2006 (1st 
semester progress report)

4.3.7 Partner breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting
Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, 

Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.

Activity  (n° and title) Task description Outcomes (Selection 
criteria 8)

July - September 2006 (intermediate 
progress report)

1: First meeting Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on indicators, agreements between partners on 
forms'  contents

List of  indicators, list of 
criteria of the forms: choose 
of most important themes 
for each form



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

 €         480,00  €               -   

 €      5.760,00  €       400,00 

 €      4.000,00  €               -   

 €         290,91  €               -   

X  €      3.411,03  €               -   

TOTAL Final  €    13.941,94  €       400,00 

TOTAL  €    40.000,00  €    2.000,00 
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Activity  (n° and title) Task description Outcomes (Selection 
criteria 8)

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

Information and sharing of the results of the project Information and sharing of 
the results of the project 

Reports (  to share and  to 
insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up 
process to achieve 
suggestions  and difficulties 
from the participants, results 
from questionnaires

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

July - September 2007 (final progress 
report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case 
of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

8: Local workshops Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy makers 
and public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  of the 
guidelines ( preparatory questionarries included)



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.3 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 3 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Title and acronym of the Sub-project: 

COMMUNITY OF DOTSIKO - GREVENA PREFECTURE

Dotsiko, 19 June 2006

OFFICIAL STAMP OF PARTNER INSTITUTION

We intends also to provide EUR 0,00 as co-funding to the Sub-Project’s budget (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
We intends also to provide EUR 2.000,00 as additional funding.
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SIGNATURE

In the event of approval of the above mentioned Sub-project applying for assistance from the PROGRESDEC RFO, we hereby certify that 

commits itself to the Sub-project and declare that we will accept the obligations as a Sub-Project Partner deriving from the Sub-project Subsidy Contract and 

DIMITRIOS LAGKAS (Legal representative)

We furthermore confirm that no expenditure related to the above mentioned Sub-Project has been, is or will be funded by any EU 
programme. 

PRESIDENT OF THE COMMUNITY COUNSIL               (Legal 
representative of point 4.1.3)

CULTURAL TOURISM NETS - "CU.T"

4.3.8 Participation Statement



Postal 
Fax 

Postal 
code and 
Fax 

 Local coordination and policy 

Presidency

4.4.1 Identification Sub-Project Partner 4 

Function/Task 

Tel 

Address

Address

Department/Admin unit 
Name and title of the Legal 
representative

Mountain Community Authority Dora Baltea CanavesanaInstitution 

via Statale 26, n.61  

+ 39 0125 658104

via Statale 26, n.61 - Settimo Vittone (TO) 

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

Eligio Morello, President of Mountain Authority 

Tel 

 + 39 3463024352

E-mail 

Name and title of the Project manager
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Public technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

LAU 2 – municipal authorities. If, for any reason, this point 
cannot be specified,  give any reasons, if possible. 

Private technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Comunità Montana Dora Baltea Canavesana (LAU 1, 100 km_, 11.350 inhab.) Is a mountain Authority engaged in overall coordination of 
municipalities (9) adherent at the community, on territory enhancement,  information service, local products promotion.  

Define the appropriate territorial level, according to the EU 
classification [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics 
(NUTS) or Local Administrative Units (LAUs)]

Please, provide general data to indicate the overall area and 
population of the authority concerned, or, in the case of 
partnerships, the number of authorities concerned

Institution participants 

10010 - Settimo Vittone (TO)

cm.dorabaltea@ruparpiemonte.it  

Dott. Tommaso Leporati

10010 -Settimo Vittone (TO) 

+ 39 0125 658510

Partner description 

Please define the type of proposer according to the article 3 of 
Call for proposal; provide also a brief description of  the 
partner: specify the role of the local authority, 

+ 39 0125 658510

tommaso_leporati@yahoo.itE-mail 

i.e. the type of functions carried out, its responsabilities and 
specific competences. 

About the implementation of CUT project the mountainous Authority of Comunità montana will call  external expertise to collaborate 
according to the specific nature of the requested analysis

(obviously, in the case of consortiums, the total area and
population must be specified)

NUTS II – Region (no specification), NUTS III – Province, LAU 
1 – supra-municipal authorities (mountain community 
authorities, park authorities, consortiums of local authorities, 
etc.)

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

At the moment, it's planned to co-operate with the "Laboratory for public works and contracts" OPLAB a framework realized by Regione 
Piemonte - directorate programming - wich involves Politechnic of Turin and University of Turin, Law and Economy  Department 

In case of Consortiums of Municipalities, 
territorial organisations that are composed by 
different institutions, please list the main partners 
and describe the type of  consortium 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Name

Implementation period

Financial resources 

4.4.2  Local experiences already carried out 

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

The shortlisted experiences will then be examined like case studies for vertical and horizontal cooperation and 

In case of approval, each RFO Participant Authority will collect from each Sub-Project Partner an abstract of these experiences for vertical and horizontal cooperation studies.

will become part of an assessment document relating to the state of the art of territorial planning in the participating regions, with respect to the selected ESDP themes.

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Name

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Local development Master plan

Financial resources 

4.4.3 Experiences in European transnational co-operations of the institution and team employed (maximum 1000 
characters)

architecture and engineering firm: S.Ar.In

Please briefly 
specify the 
Institution 
experiences with 
transnational co-
operations
(Selection criteria 
10)

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Experience 1 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Experience 3

overall goals: stop de-population measures, overcome marginality in socio-economical processes, develop policies of enviroment protection,
territorial marketing and local products, training activities, supporting ongoing provincial and regional programs on agricolture. rationalisation of administrative framework

Implementation period

FESR; State, Regional, Local andPrivate funds;

Plan for socio-economical development (PSSE)

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Experience 2

10 years

feasabiliyty studies (41) euro 81.000;  realisation (still to be financed) euro 15.335.000

Please illustrate the experiences (Local Plan, Strategic Plan, Sectoral Plan, Development Programme) documenting the type of experience made by the partner, like a sort of curriculum.

Name

Consortium CSQT - private public consortium for developmt  and technology

areas of intervention: enhancement of territorial identity ; development, marketing, training and innovation; eco - sustainibility and increase of tourist actractiveness  

1999 - 2003

Implementation period

Financial resources 

The Mountainous Authority has participated in LEADER plus project 2000 - 2006, aimed at constructing the targeted area GAL "Valli del Canavese" (www.galcanavese.it ) to promote 
local development. in this perspective an "Agency for productive processes in the Canavese mountain territories" has been implemented, main theme is the improvement of quality of life 
in rural areas. The team employed in the present project proposal has previous experiences in in administrative and co-ordination management of EU co-funded projects, and, within the 
Laboratory for public works and contracts (OPLAB), has been trained in landscape planning and management.
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INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administra
tion costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodat

ion

Meetings 
and Events

Promotion 
costs

Other Investment
s 

Budget Sub-
project

7.560,00 2.040,00 13.500,00 6.963,03 3.200,00 6.736,97 0,00 0,00 40.000,00

Additional 
funding

4.300,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4.300,00

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

4.4.4 Budget lines

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project (in EUR)
TOTAL
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INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

N° and title

1:  Participation to the first meeting  in Central 
Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange at 
distance

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership 
situation

5: Case of study

6: Participation to the Intermediate meeting in 
Western Macedonia

7: Methodology 

8: Local workshops

9: Dissemination activities

10: Participation to Transnational final conference 
in Navarra

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Work at distance , help desk, leadering (internal)            
Electronic public board:, Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

n° 5 different form to fill

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on 
indicators, agreements between 
partners on forms'  contents

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: choose of 
most important themes for each form

OutcomesTask description

0,00

1.776,00 0,00

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

W.  MAC (Dotsiko)

0,00

ALL

500,00

0,00

4.300,00

1.776,00

500,00

2.300,00

40.000,00

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

6.200,00

11.536,97

ALL

Each partner define a form in these 
themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and 
attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, 
effectiveness, measurableness, 
results and satisfaction,  other 
connected attractive nets/ aspects 
(selected indicators included)

Tot.

NASURSA

3.411,03

3.800,00

1.760,00

500,00

0,00

500,00

2.040,00

3.700,00

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the project

ALL

ALL

ALL

Creation and managing of the 
virtual space of exchange.                  
2 spaces: one work space reserved 
only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Compilation and analisys of each 
partner situation and tools

Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best 
practices on cultural tourism

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

Each partner will apply indicators 
and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on 
cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

List of best practices in the sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial marketing actions 

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on 
local case of study, proposal of different indicators
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ALL

4.000,00

Production of a methodology 
containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, 
best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, 
selected indicators

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALLReports (  to share and  to insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process to achieve suggestions  
and difficulties from the participants, results from 
questionnaires

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

NASURSA

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Methodology guidelines

Organisation of the final conference 
(n° 3 person in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday 
travel included + 3 persons from 
each Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present the 
results of the project with RFO 
participating authorities and 
partners

Organisation of a workshop 
addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each 
partner's area  focused on 1st draft  
of the guidelines ( preparatory 
questionarries included)

Press office of the project,  diffusion 
of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to 
present meetings, workshops ...),  

Other partners in charge Additional fundingResponsible partner in charge

4.4.5 Partner listing of activities
Budget 
Sub-project



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X

4.4.6 Partner work Plan
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Please mark the 
duration of single 
activities and the 
month of meetings 
(Selection criteria 9)

Please mark like this:

Month
Activity N°

Please tick ( X ) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €                      -    €                  -   

X  €       1.776,00  €               -   

 €       3.800,00  €       500,00 

 €          320,00  €               -   

 €          408,00  €       100,00 

 €       3.146,45  €       627,27 

TOTAL Semester  €       9.450,45  €    1.227,27 

 €          480,00  €               -   

 €       1.632,00  €       400,00 

 €          740,00  €       100,00 

 €       3.146,45  €       627,27 

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €       5.998,45  €    1.127,27 

 €          480,00  €               -   

 €       2.960,00  €       400,00 

X  €       1.776,00  €               -   

 €       1.240,00  €       100,00 

 €       3.146,45  €       627,27 

TOTAL Semester  €    15.600,89  €    2.254,55 

Methodology guidelines
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April - June 2007 
(2nd semester progress report)

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , final 
Web Page of the project

Press release, CD-Rom , final 
Web Page of the project

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

Measurableness of indicators, 
failed indicators on local case of 
study, proposal of different 
indicators

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements reached 
during the lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final results  

5: Case of study

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, 

9: Dissemination activities

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Measurableness of indicators, 
failed indicators on local case of 
study, proposal of different 
indicators

9: Dissemination activities

January - March 2007  (intermediate 
progress report)

Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, pubblication 
on electronic public board

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements reached 
during the lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final results  

Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.

Outcomes 

October - December 2006 (1st 
semester progress report)

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

4.4.7 Partner breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

July - September 2006 (intermediate 
progress report)

Task descriptionActivity  (n° and title)

then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that trimester.

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools Forms filled and exchanged 
between partners, pubblication 
on electronic public board

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project / 
plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

(Selection criteria 
8)

List of  indicators, list of criteria of 
the forms: choose of most 
important themes for each form

Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on indicators, agreements between partners on 
forms'  contents

1: First meeting 

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements reached 
during the lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final results  

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Press release, CD-Rom , final 
Web Page of the project

2: Draft of forms Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results and 
satisfaction,  other connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case 
of study, selected indicators

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

6: Intermediate meeting Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best practices on cultural tourism

List of best practices in the 
sector connected to the plannig 
tools, to territorial marketing 
actions 
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APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

 €          480,00  €               -   

 €       4.960,00  €       400,00 

 €       4.000,00  €               -   

 €       2.097,63  €       418,18 

X  €       3.411,03  €               -   

TOTAL Final  €    14.948,66  €       818,18 

TOTAL  €    40.000,00  €    4.300,00 

Activity  (n° and title) Task description Outcomes 

Work at distance , help desk, 
leadering  & coordination 
(internal)                                        
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements reached 
during the lifetime of the project , 
forms, indicators, final results  
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July - September 2007 (final progress 
report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                          
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences on 
cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each case 
of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy makers 
and public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  of the 
guidelines ( preparatory questionarries included)

Reports (  to share and  to insert 
into the guidelines ) containing 
bottom up process to achieve 
suggestions  and difficulties from 
the participants, results from 
questionnaires

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra

Information and sharing of the results of the project Information and sharing of the 
results of the project 

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , final 
Web Page of the project

8: Local workshops



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.4 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 4 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Title and acronym of the Sub-project: 

Settimo Vittone, 19th June 2006

Eligio Morello (Legal representative)

OFFICIAL STAMP OF PARTNER INSTITUTION

PRESIDENT (Legal representative of point 4.1.4)

Mountain Community Authority "Dora Baltea Canavesana"

We intends also to provide EUR .0,00. as co-funding to the Sub-Project’s budget (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
We intends also to provide EUR 4.300,00 as additional funding.

We furthermore confirm that no expenditure related to the above mentioned Sub-Project has been, is or will be funded by any EU 
programme. 
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SIGNATURE

In the event of approval of the above mentioned Sub-project applying for assistance from the PROGRESDEC RFO, we hereby certify that 

listed as partner no 4 in Section 1 of the Application Form,
commits itself to the Sub-project and declare that we will accept the obligations as a Sub-Project Partner deriving from the Sub-project Subsidy Contract and Partnership 
Agreement.

4.4.8 Participation Statement

CULTURAL TOURISM NETS - "CU.T"



Postal 
Fax 

Postal 
code and 
Fax 

Institution 

16th OKTOBRIOU 17b

.+30 235 102 7541

INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.5 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 5 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT
4.5.1 Identification Sub-Project Partner 5

Function/Task 
Department/Admin unit 
Name and title of the Legal 
representative

PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI S.A.

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

PAPASTERGIOU GEORGIOS - PRESIDENT OF PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI S.A. BOARD - PREFECT OF PIERIA

Address

Address

E-mail 

Tel 

.+30 235 102 7541
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E-mail 

Name and title of the Project manager
16th OKTOBRIOU 17b

Private technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Tel 

Public technical subjects involved in project implementation 

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

For the development of the project PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI, will cooperate with external consulting companies in order to achieve the 
best results in the actions of the project, process for which the required experience exists.  

Please list and describe (if already individuated) 
organisations that will develop the project 
(research institutes, universities, consulting 
groups etc…) 

For the development of the project, PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI will continue the cooperation with the local authorities that possess the 
major part of the share capital: the ''Capodistrian'' Municipalities (13), their Association and the Prefecture as a legal entity. Moreover, 
Pieriki Anaptixiaki has established several successful cooperation schemes with the Regional Authority of Central Makedonia, 
creating prosperous conditions for future cooperations. On academic level, Pieriki Anaptixiaki has cooperated with all major 
Universities of Greece, including the University of Thessaly and the related to this project Department of Planning and Regional 
Development.

pieriki@otenet.gr

PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI S.A. (founded in August 1991) is a Societe Anonyme. The 75,94% of the shareholders are public entities 
(Prefecture (1), all the Prefecture Municipalities (13), their Association (1) etc.).Under this share capital structure Pieriki Anaptixiaki 
S.A. is considered to be, for the Greek Gov.ment, a legal entity of Private Law along with an entity of the wider public sector, adapting 
the legal and financial status of a Societe Anonyme along with that of the public sector companies for cofinanced projects, classifying 
it as a public equivalent body.The territorial level is NUTS III (PIERIA).The total population of Pieria Prefecture is 126.412 inhabitants 
(18-3-01), while the total area is 1.516 square kilometres.The establishment of the company follows the wider European concept, for 
a more effective and substantial decentralization, contributing to the planning and management of resources and coordinating the 
local organizations and authorities.Research, promotion, support and implementation of suggestions concerning the development of 
Pieria are achieved by means of optimal implementation of National and EU programmes for financial support and development. 

.+30 235 102 5187
pieriki@otenet.gr

PARTSALIDOU BETTY, ARCHITECT 

60100 KATERINI-GREECE

60100 KATERINI - GREECE

In case of Consortiums of Municipalities, 
territorial organisations that are composed by 
different institutions, please list the main 
partners and describe the type of  consortium 

Based on the share composition, PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI is the most reflective development entity of Pieria Prefecture. The company 
is composed by all  ''Capodistrian'' Municipalities (13), their Association, the Prefecture as a legal entity,  and major strategic 
institutions of Pieria Prefecture, incuding those in the rural, mountainous and semi-mountainous parts of Pieria. PIERIKI 
ANAPTIXIAKI is cooperating with all Municipalities and the Prefecture (and possible consortiums of them) in order to materialise 
different kind of projects in the sectors of rural development, socia support, spatial development etc.  

Partner description 

Please define the type of proposer according to the article 3 
of Call for proposal; provide also a brief description of  the 
partner: specify the role of the local authority, 

.+30 235 102 5187

i.e. the type of functions carried out, its responsabilities and 
specific competences. 
Define the appropriate territorial level, according to the EU 
classification [Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics 
(NUTS) or Local Administrative Units (LAUs)]

Please, provide general data to indicate the overall area and 
population of the authority concerned, or, in the case of 
partnerships, the number of authorities concerned
(obviously, in the case of consortiums, the total area and
population must be specified)

NUTS II – Region (no specification), NUTS III – Province, 
LAU 1 – supra-municipal authorities (mountain community 
authorities, park authorities, consortiums of local authorities, 
etc.)
LAU 2 – municipal authorities. If, for any reason, this point 
cannot be specified,  give any reasons, if possible. 

Institution participants 

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 



INTERREG IIIC RFO “PROGRESDEC/ESDP STEPS"
APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.5 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 5 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Name

Implementation period

Description (maximum 500 characters)

Community Initiative Leader+ of Pieria Prefecture has as rallying subject the PROMOTION OF THE LOCAL PRODUCT OF CULTURE AND  QUALITY whilst the specific 
title of local LEADER+ Programme is OLYMPOS-PIERIA… living the myth of hospitality and pleasure. General objective is the development of pioneering and innovative 
initiatives, clearly oriented to the market principles through the support and coordination role of LAG Pieriki Anaptixiaki S.A.  The effort is focused in  thematic and spatial 
specialization, including the required quality, innovation and clustering of the production network and rural tourism. 

Implementation period

Total Budget: 5.669.186,00 Euro- E.C. Contribution (mainly FEOGA): 3.174.744,16 Euro - National Contribution (Ministry of Agriclturet): 680.302,32 EuroFinancial resources 

Description (maximum 500 characters)

4.5.2  Local experiences already carried out 

4.5.3 Experiences in European transnational co-operations of the institution and team employed (maximum 1000 
characters)

Financial resources 

Important were the interventions of Pieriki Anaptixiaki in the promotion and forwarding of the touristic product through the participation in sectoral exhibitions [Filoxenia 
(1996), Agrotica (1997, 2000, 2001), Detrop (1997, 2001), Polis (1997)] and the production of touristic CD-ROM, touristic material, web-site to promote the area.

Description (maximum 500 characters) The aim of the project is to provide energy management, energy conservation consultancy and services in rural areas. The above will be achieved through the DASUs, 
which combine and adapt scientific and technological knowledge with best engineering and architectural practice.The specific objectives include: adaptation of already 
developed practical educational material and design tools to the local conditions, the organization of specific events promoting the use of RES in buildings, training of 
energy auditors in accordance to the EC directive.

Please illustrate the experiences (Local Plan, Strategic Plan, Sectoral Plan, Development Programme) documenting the type of experience made by the partner, like a sort of curriculum.
The shortlisted experiences will then be examined like case studies for vertical and horizontal cooperation and 
will become part of an assessment document relating to the state of the art of territorial planning in the participating regions, with respect to the selected ESDP themes.

1998-2001

Leader II
Experience 2

01/01/2000 - 31/12/2008

Total Budget: 10.043.186,87 Euro - E.C. Contribution (FEOGA): 4.676.794,14 Euro- National Contribution (Ministry of Rural Development): 2.023.205,86 Euro

Name

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

Experience 3
RURASU (ALTENER)

Total Budget: 1.095.000,00 Euro, E.C. Contribution: 547.750 Euro

The final deliverable of the present project will be focus to the energy problems of each involved area, aiming to support dispersed local actors like building designers, 
consumers, public authorities on the use of renewable energies and energy efficiency measures in the building stock.

Implementation period

Financial resources 

During the materialisation of the programme important interventions were achieved towards support of rural tourism, creation of new tourist infrastructure, improvement of 
tourist infrastructure, elevation of tourist areas, promotion of Prefecture, establishment of manufacturing and handcraft enterprises. The objective was the conservation and 
development of sustainable economic activities, through the combined prominence and exploitation of tradition, genuineness and quality of the local production and 
hospitality, of the rural landscape, of the historical sites, of the natural environment’s cultural diversity. 
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Please 
briefly 
specify the 
Institution 
experiences 
with 
transnationa
l co-
operations
(Selection 
criteria 10)

Pieriki Anaptixiaki has implemented and coordinated the following programmes-projects related to European Transnational Cooperations:  Management and implementation of 
C.I. Leader I and  C.I. Leader  II (including transnational cooperations),  Management and implementation of C.I. Leader+ (including of transnational cooperations) (2000-08), 
Project Coordination of REASURE transnational project-ALTENER (4.1030/Z/01-056/2001) (2002-04)-Successfully closed, Project Coordination of RURASU transnational project-
ALTENER (EIE/04/223/S07.38603) under (TREN/DIR D/SUB/04-2003), Participation in ECOLISH transnational project - SAVE programme at Call of Proposals IEEA 
2005,Establishment and operation of Design Advice and Support Unit for Pieria Prefecture participating in transnational projects, Management and Implementation of Rural 
Redevelopment Project for Pieria  (2002-08) Rehabilitation and Preservation of the Natural Environment within the framework of Environmental Business Project funded by the 
2nd and 3rd C.S.F., Ecotourism development of Olympus mountains, Landscape Planning Rehabilitation Study of Pieria Mountains.

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)

01/01/2005-30/06/2007

Name

Experience 1 
Leader+

In case of approval, each RFO Participant Authority will collect from each Sub-Project Partner an abstract of these experiences for vertical and horizontal cooperation studies.

Two transnational cooperations are being materialised within Leader+ framework: Quality make us BIG-Total Budget 175.000,00-2 Partners (Greece-Spain)-Pieriki: Overall 
Coordinator,  Rediscovery and Enhancement of the Mediterranean  Rurality-Total Budget  1.830.000,00-9 Partners (Greece-Italy)-Pieriki: National Coordinator

Technical subjects involved description 
(maximum 200 characters)
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SECTION 4.5 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 5 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

Staff costs Administrati
on costs

External 
expertise

Travel and 
Accomodati
on

Meetings 
and 
Events

Promotion 
costs

Other Investment
s 

Budget Sub-
project 8.560,00 2.240,00 15.612,97 5.187,03 5.200,00 3.200,00 0,00 0,00 40.000,00

Additional 
funding 2.000,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2.000,00

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
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4.5.4 Budget lines

TOTAL

Eligible Costs in the Sub-Project (in EUR)
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APPLICATION FORM FOR “SUB-PROJECT”
SECTION 4.5 – SUB-PROJECT PARTNER 5 ACTIVITIES, BUDGET AND PARTICIPATION STATEMENT

P   R   O   G   R   E   S   D   E   C 
(E S D  P     S t e p s) 

N° and title

1:  Organisation of  the first meeting  in Central 
Macedonia

2: Draft of forms

3:  Internet project space:  job and  exchange at 
distance

4: Form compilation and analysis of partnership 
situation

5: Case of study

6: Participation to the Intermediate meeting in 
Western Macedonia

7: Methodology 

8: Local workshops

9: Dissemination activities

10: Participation to Transnational final conference 
in Navarra

0,00

Organisation of a workshop 
addressed to key-experts, policy 
makers and public staff to each 
partner's area  focused on 1st draft  
of the guidelines ( preparatory 
questionarries included)

Reports (  to share and  to insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up process to achieve suggestions  
and difficulties from the participants, results from 
questionnaires

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini) ALL

5.600,00

3.540,00

0,00

2.000,00

1.776,00

500,00

0,00

500,00

0,00

4.000,00

Each partner will apply indicators 
and good practices to a local  
project / plannig instrument on 
cultural heritage (site or area 
located in a mountain area)

Tot.

NASURSA

3.411,03

4.5.5 Partner listing of activities

Each partner define a form in these 
themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and 
attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, 
effectiveness, measurableness, 
results and satisfaction,  other 
connected attractive nets/ aspects 
(selected indicators included)

40.000,00

5.812,97

ALL

List of best practices in the sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial marketing actions 

Measurableness of indicators, failed indicators on local 
case of study, proposal of different indicators

Methodology guidelines

Press release, CD-Rom , final Web Page of the 
project

7.200,00

ALL

5.300,00

1.760,00

500,00

0,00

ALL

Press office of the project,  diffusion 
of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to 
present meetings, workshops ...),  

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

W.  MAC (Dotsiko)

LAZIO (Mount. Auth. Castelli Romani e Prenestini)

NASURSA

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

Information and sharing of the results of the project Organisation of the final conference 
(n° 3 person in charge for each 
partner / from Thursday to Sunday 
travel included + 3 persons from 
each Region  (RFO) from Friday to 
Sunday,  conference to present the 
results of the project with RFO 
participating authorities and 
partners

Outcomes Responsible partner in charge
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Other partners in charge

ALLOrganisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on 
indicators, agreements between 
partners on forms'  contents

List of  indicators, list of criteria of the forms: choose of 
most important themes for each form

0,00

Creation and managing of the 
virtual space of exchange.                 
2 spaces: one work space reserved 
only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Compilation and analisys of each 
partner situation and tools

Work at distance , help desk, leadering (internal)           
Electronic public board:, Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Forms filled and exchanged between partners, 
pubblication on electronic public board

Production of a methodology 
containing: Description of 
experiences on cultural tourism, 
best practices, results of the 
application on each case of study, 
selected indicators

n° 5 different form to fill

1.600,00

500,00

Task description

ALLOrganisation of the  meeting (n° 3 
persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel 
included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best 
practices on cultural tourism

Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

PIEMONTE (Mount. Auth. Dora Baltea)

C. MAC. (Dev. Ag. Pieriki)

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL
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ott-06 nov-06 dic-06 gen-07 feb-07 mar-07 apr-07 mag-07 giu-07 lug-07 ago-07 set-07

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Meetings X X X

Activity N°

4.5.6 Partner work Plan
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Please tick ( X ) 

Please mark like 
this:

Please mark the 
duration of 
single activities 
and the month of 
meetings 
(Selection 
criteria 9)

Month
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Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €                      -    €                 -   

X  €            5.600,00  €                 -   

 €            5.300,00  €         500,00 

 €               320,00  €                 -   

 €               708,00  €         100,00 

 €               436,36  €                 -   

TOTAL Semester  €      12.364,36  €      600,00 

 €               480,00  €                 -   

 €            2.832,00  €         400,00 

 €            1.162,59  €         100,00 

 €               436,36  €                 -   

TOTAL 
Intermediate  €        4.910,96  €      500,00 

 €               480,00  €                 -   

 €            4.650,38  €         400,00 

X  €            1.776,00  €                 -   

 €            1.440,00  €         100,00 

 €               436,36  €                 -   

TOTAL Semester  €      13.693,70  €   1.000,00 

(Selection 
criteria 8)
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Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools

Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project 
/ plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public board

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

6: Intermediate meeting Organisation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), , Discussion on  
forms'results, choose of best practices on cultural tourism

5: Case of study Each partner will apply indicators and good practices to a local  project 
/ plannig instrument on cultural heritage (site or area located in a 
mountain area)

Participation of the  meeting (n° 3 persons in charge for each partner / 
from Thursday to Sunday travel included), Knowledge bewtween 
partners,  confirmation on indicators, agreements between partners on 
forms'  contents

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Measurableness of 
indicators, failed indicators 
on local case of study, 
proposal of different 
indicators

2: Draft of forms Each partner define a form in these themes: main data on cultural 
tourism,  main cultural heritage and attractive sites, planning 
instruments in the sector, effectiveness, measurableness, results and 
satisfaction,  other connected attractive nets/ aspects (selected 
indicators included)

n° 5 different form to fill

7: Methodology 

October - December 2006 (1st 
semester progress report)

then re-list the activity in each of the following relevant trimesters with outcomes and budget for that trimester.

4.5.7 Partner breakdown of activities by trimester for reporting
Most activities will continue for more than one three-month period. Please number and describe each activity in its starting trimester with the budget for that trimester only, 

Please note that the reporting periods do not correspond with the duration of the Sub-Project, but with the compulsory Interreg III C reporting calendar.

Outcomes 

Please note that the Budget Sub-Project includes the RFO Grant and the Co-funding (for NL Sub-Project partners only).

July - September 2006  (intermediate 
progress report)

Task description

4: Form compilation and 
analysis of partnership 
situation

List of  indicators, list of 
criteria of the forms: choose 
of most important themes 
for each form

Forms filled and 
exchanged between 
partners, pubblication on 
electronic public board

Compilation and analisys of each partner situation and tools

Activity  (n° and title)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

1: First meeting 

5: Case of study

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

January - March 2007  (intermediate 
progress report)

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

April - June 2007 
(2nd semester progress report)

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

9: Dissemination activities Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

List of best practices in the 
sector connected to the 
plannig tools, to territorial 
marketing actions 

Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences 
on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each 
case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

9: Dissemination activities
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Reporting calendar Meetings Budget 
Sub-project

Additional 
funding

 €               480,00  €                 -   

 €            5.760,00  €         400,00 

 €            4.000,00  €                 -   

 €               290,91  €                 -   

X  €            3.411,03  €                 -   

TOTAL Final  €      13.941,94  €      400,00 

TOTAL  €      40.000,00  €   2.000,00 

7: Methodology Production of a methodology containing: Description of experiences 
on cultural tourism, best practices, results of the application on each 
case of study, selected indicators

Methodology guidelines

Outcomes 

8: Local workshops Organisation of a workshop addressed to key-experts, policy makers 
and public staff to each partner's area  focused on 1st draft  of the 
guidelines ( preparatory questionarries included)

Reports (  to share and  to 
insert into the guidelines ) 
containing bottom up 
process to achieve 
suggestions  and difficulties 
from the participants, 
results from questionnaires

3:  Internet project space:  
job and  exchange at 
distance, reporting activities

Creation and managing of the virtual space of exchange.                        
2 spaces: one work space reserved only to persons in charge and one 
public board 

Work at distance , help 
desk, leadering  & 
coordination (internal)           
Electronic public board:, 
Newsletter, agreements 
reached during the lifetime 
of the project , forms, 
indicators, final results  

Activity  (n° and title) Task description

Information and sharing of the results of the project 

Press office of the project,  diffusion of results of the project, mailing 
(+press conferences in each area to present meetings, workshops ...),  

10: Transnational final 
conference in Navarra
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Press release, CD-Rom , 
final Web Page of the 
project

9: Dissemination activities

July - September 2007  (final progress 
report)

Information and sharing of 
the results of the project 
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Title and acronym of the Sub-project: 

Name of the Institution

GEORGIOS PAPASTERGIOU (Legal representative)
PRESIDENT OF PIERIKI ANAPTIXIAKI S.A. BOARD - 
PREFECT OF PIERIA (Legal representative of point 4.1.5)

OFFICIAL STAMP OF PARTNER INSTITUTION

KATERINI, 13th  June 2006

We intends also to provide EUR  0,00 as co-funding to the Sub-Project’s budget (for NL Sub-Project partners only).
We intends also to provide EUR 2.000,00 as additional funding.

We furthermore confirm that no expenditure related to the above mentioned Sub-Project has been, is or will be funded by 
any EU programme. 

4.5.8 Participation Statement
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SIGNATURE

In the event of approval of the above mentioned Sub-project applying for assistance from the PROGRESDEC RFO, we hereby certify that 

listed as partner no 5 in Section 1 of the Application Form,
commits itself to the Sub-project and declare that we will accept the obligations as a Sub-Project Partner deriving from the Sub-project Subsidy Contract and 
Partnership Agreement.

LOGO OF THE SUB-
PROJECT PARTNER 
INSTITUTIONCULTURAL TOURISM NETS - "CU.T"




